
 Free State Fly Fishers 

Present:  

 

        “Hands-on Fly 

        Casting Clinic” 
   

 

A Free Hands-on Fly Casting Clinic Taught by Duber Winters, Joe Bruce, Rich 

Batiuk and Mark Bange 

 WEDNESDAY, September 18, 2024 6:00-7:30PM 

 
Location: 

Free State Fly Fishers’ Clubhouse 

Davidsonville Family Recreation Center 

3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd 

Davidsonville, Maryland 21035 

 
Our very own Free State Fly Fishers Duber Winters, Joe Bruce, Rich Batiuk and Mark Bange will be 

sharing their extensive fly casting experiences as club members cast their own fly rods.   

 

We are asking club members to bring their own fly rods so you can not only watch how to cast better, 

but you can also try out what our fly casting leaders are recommending to improve your cast.   

 

We will break up into a set of self-defined groups—beginning fly casters (Duber), intermediate fly 

casters focused on loop control (Rich), casting weighted sink tips and sinking lines (Joe) and kayak fly 

casters (Mark)—each led by one of our own club expert fly casters.   

 

• Beginning casters: members who have either never cast flies or are still in the early stages of fly 

casting—we guarantee you Duber will have you casting a lot better by the end of the evening! 

• Intermediate casters: members who have been casting for a while, but know they could use some 

advice on how to make longer and more accurate casts with Rich putting a focus on loop control. 

• Casting weighted tips and lines: members who want to learn how to safely cast lines with sinking 

tips as well as full sinking lines (without hitting yourself). Joe is a master at this casting approach. 

• Kayak casters: members who want to learn how to fly cast from a kayak or further improve their 

casting skills from that kayak sitting position—Mark will show you it’s easier than it looks! 

 

Those who want to learn more about casting weighted sink tips and sinking lines, please bring a rod and 

reel loads with a weighted line. Questions?  Please contact Tim Ruthemeyer at TRUTHEMEYER@GMAIL.COM  


